
  

Plan Recommendations 
  
1. Plan recommendations are available to the all Orange personal pay monthly customers who 
have joined Orange or upgraded in an Orange shop, the Orange online shop or Orange telesales 
(except Talkshare, Family, iPhone 60 or iPhone 125 or business customers who are excluded) on 
or before  30 October 2013.  The Promotion is not available to T-Mobile or EE customers. If you 
move from Orange to T-Mobile or EE, you will no longer be eligible for the Promotion.  

2. Customers are eligible for the Promotion after 6 months of being with Orange and we’ll send 
you more details then. If you change your plan or upgrade, we’ll reset the clock so you’ll be 
eligible for your first recommendation 6 months after the change to your plan or upgrade. If a 
customer does not wish to receive a plan recommendation then they can choose to opt out of 
communications by contacting customer services.  

3. The Promotion will look at a customer's usage between the previous 3-6 month usage period, 
and will cover mobile UK voice, text and mobile internet usage. A plan recommendation will be 
based on the customer's average voice, text and mobile internet usage over this period and 
because of this Orange cannot guarantee that a plan recommendation will always be the most 
appropriate talk plan for a customer at any given time.  

4. A plan recommendation to change talk plan will not be made where a cost saving of 50p or less 
is identified.  

5. After we send your bill, we’ll send you a text to let you know your plan recommendation is 
ready to view in Your Account online. You’ll then have 60 days from the date of your bill in which 
to accept our plan recommendation. If you don’t tell us within that 60 day period or if you move 
to another plan, the recommendation will expire and our standard rules for changing your plan 
will apply. The new talk plan will become active on the customer's next bill date providing the 
customer has responded at least 10 days before their next bill date otherwise the change will 
take effect from the following bill date.  

6. The plan recommendation will be based on the range of Orange talk plans available before 30 
October 2013. The Promotion is not available to any plans made available after 30 October 2013.  

7. If a customer chooses to accept a downward migration move as part of a plan 
recommendation the customer will not be permitted to move down any further under standard 
migration policy rules until they reach the end of their current contract or receive another Plan 
recommendation.  

8. If a customer chooses to accept a downward migration move as part of a plan 
recommendation this could affect the range of handsets that are available to them when they 
come to upgrade their handset at the end of their contract period.  

9. When a customer migrates talk plan to their plan recommendation they will lose any 
promotional offers or bundles associated with their old talk plan including text, call or internet 
bundles without a pro-rata refund. When a customer migrates talk plan they  
 



  

 
may lose inclusive benefits associated with that talk plan, including Orange Care, Answerphone 
calls and itemised billing. The new charges for these services will be included in the plan 
calculation.  

10. Customers who are still within their contract term will only be reviewed against talk plans of 
the same contract length and which originate from the same sales channel (whether from one of 
our shops, the website or telesales). Once the minimum contract term has expired, a 
recommendation to a contract length which is different from the original plan may be given.  

11. The plan recommendation will only be made against the same type of plan the customer 
originally took out. For example, a handset plan will only be compared against other handset 
plans and a SIM only plan will only be compared against other SIM only plans.  

11. Here are some additional rules which may apply depending on which plan you’re on:  
a. Customers on a Unique phone plan will only be reviewed against other Unique phone plans.  

b. Customers on a Nokia Comes with Music plan will only be reviewed against other Nokia Comes 
With Music Plans.  

c. Customers on a SIM Only plan will only be reviewed against other SIM Only plans  

d. Customers who took a Panther plan after 6th Sept 2011 can only be recommended to another 
Panther plan  

e. Customers on a Blackberry plan will only be reviewed against other Blackberry plans  

f. Customers on a Blackberry Panther plan will only be reviewed against other Blackberry Panther 
plans  

g. Customers on an iPhone talk plan will only be reviewed against other iPhone talk plans  
 

  


